
 
 

 

Quarry Engineer – North Island 

The Company 

Fulton Hogan is a major civil contracting company, offering clients services in civil contracting, 
construction, infrastructure maintenance, quarrying and asphalt production and surfacing. We are 
committed to providing cutting edge innovative, cost effective solutions for customers and for the 
community.  

The Job 

Reporting to the Technical Support Engineer for the North Island, a fantastic opportunity has arisen 
for an enthusiastic person to join our dynamic and highly motivated Resources Division for the North 
Island supporting the various quarries within the regions.  

Based in the Hamilton or Tauranga regions but travel throughout the North Island is expected. You 
will be delivering technical information, quarry planning, environmental planning, compliance and 
plant design improvements through the use of quarry planning software. This hands-on role will align 
with supporting site managers and supervisors to ensure that health and safety standards are 
adhered to, environmental compliance is met, Quality expectations are delivered on, and sustainable 
development plans are in place to ensure the successful delivery of Stakeholder expectations.  

The Candidate 

 Geology or Engineering Degree.  

 Demonstrated experience in the quarrying or mining sector preferred. 

 Critical thinking – applying logic and reasoning to evaluate options 

 Advanced computer literacy, keyboard and file management skills 

 Strong focus on health and safety. 

 Demonstrated effective leadership and communication skills. 

 Team orientated. 

 Full NZ class 1 license. 

Key to this role will be your commitment to achieve exceptional outcomes in delivery, while displaying 
a positive attitude. Some training will be provided and career development will be part of this role. 
This position offers an exciting career opportunity with significant potential for career development 
within a leading Contracting Company. 

Successful applicants will be required to undergo and pass a pre-employment medical and 
drugs screen. 

Please contact Sarah Pilcher on 07 848 0705 for further information or submit your CV to 
sarah.pilcher@fultonhogan.com. 


